How to find our office:

By Car:

From Utrecht or Rotterdam:
- Follow the signs to Den Haag.
- Take the E19/A4 in the direction of Amsterdam.
- Turn off at the exit marked Zoeterwoude-dorp/Leiden/Voorschoten.
- Follow the signs to Leiden
- At the second set of traffic lights, immediately following the bridge, turn right
- Continue straight, pass the large apartment building on the right, and then immediately turn right.
- Brill is located to the left of the large apartment building, behind the building of Belastingsamenwerking Gouwe-Rijnland (BSGR).

From Amsterdam:
- Take the E19/A4 in the direction of Rotterdam.
- Turn off at the exit marked Zoeterwoude-dorp/Leiden/Voorschoten.
- Follow the signs to Leiden
- At the second set of traffic lights, immediately following the bridge, turn right
- Continue straight, pass the large apartment building on the right, and then immediately turn right.
- Brill is located to the left of the large apartment building, behind the building of Belastingsamenwerking Gouwe-Rijnland (BSGR).

From Den Haag:
- Take the E19/A4 in the direction of Amsterdam.
- Turn off at the exit marked Zoeterwoude-dorp/Leiden/Voorschoten.
- Follow the signs to Leiden
- At the second set of traffic lights, immediately following the bridge, turn right
- Continue straight, pass the large apartment building on the right, and then immediately turn right.
- Brill is located to the left of the large apartment building, behind the building of Belastingsamenwerking Gouwe-Rijnland (BSGR).

By Train:

From Amsterdam, Amsterdam-Airport (Schiphol), Den Haag, Rotterdam:
- Get off at Leiden Central Railway station and:

  Either
  - Walk to the exit of the station designated Centrum.
  - In front of the station turn to your right and find the bus station.
- **Take bus 45** in the direction of Den Haag.
- **After about 10 minutes get off** at the bus stop **Cronesteinflat**
- **Cross** the street and walk towards the large apartment building. Brill is located to the left of the large apartment building, behind the building of Belastingsamenwerking Gouwe-Rijnland (BSGR).

*Or*

- **Change to the train** to Utrecht and get off at Leiden Lammenschans Railway station (The train leaves every half hour at 22 and 52 minutes past the hour, trip takes 5 minutes).
- **Turn left** after your descent from the stairway from the station to the main street. (Lammenschanseweg).
- **After about 50 meters turn left again** and follow the service road for about **700 meters** (0.5 miles) heading towards a large apartment building in the distance, in front of which is Brill. Brill is located behind the building of Belastingsamenwerking Gouwe-Rijnland (BSGR).

*Alternatively*, one can take a taxi from Leiden Central Railway station to the Brill Office. The distance is about 3 kilometers (2 miles), ask for street address Plantijnstraat 2.

**From Utrecht:**

- **Get off** at Leiden Lammenschans Railway Station
- **Turn left** after your descent from the stairway from the station to the main street. (Lammenschansweg).
- **After about 50 meters turn left again** and follow the service road for about **700 meters** (0.5 miles) heading towards a large apartment building in the distance, in front of which is Brill. Brill is located behind the building of Belastingsamenwerking Gouwe-Rijnland (BSGR).